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oneclick AG Selected to Join PwC’s Scale-up
Programme
oneclick AG, the provider of secure digital workspaces in the cloud, has been accepted
onto PwC’s current Scale-up programme. The participation in the initiative will encourage
and allow oneclick to grow and scale-up significantly as a business.
The twelve-week programme based in Reading, kicked off in January 2019 and involves 10
Scale-ups, 20+ industry experts and 40+ interested and supporting corporates. The
programme that is also sponsored by Oxford Innovation, has three core components
which will help oneclick AG to scale. Its curated events give founders the opportunity to
meet and pitch to an extended network of various industry decision makers and to drive
commercial opportunities. Group masterclasses provide insights to best practices through
a combination of PwC and industry experts, as well as through learning from shared peer
experiences. Individual support, including coaching, business support and other bespoke
advice is also all included.
Dominik Birgelen, CEO, oneclick AG commented on the participation opportunity: “We are
delighted to have been selected for PWC’s Scale-up programme. As a business we are
going through a very important period of growth. This opportunity has already allowed us
to receive valuable knowledge through masterclasses led by industry experts and also
leverage PWC’s network to connect with industry leaders. 2019 is set to be a significant
year in the growth of oneclick AG and we look forward to the boost that the programme
will bring.”
James Heath, Scale-up programme lead at PWC, said: “The Thames Valley is a rapidly
developing region for entrepreneurs and scale-up businesses, with a thriving technology
market and ecosystem. For this reason, we’ve located our National Technology Hub in
Reading, which brings the best of PwC to our technology clients, enabling us to share and
pool knowledge, industry insight and best practice. Through our Scale-up Programme
with Oxford Innovation, we offer the opportunity for accelerated growth and connect
aspiring young companies to industry leaders. We are excited to welcome oneclick AG as
one of this years promising scale-up businesses.”
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About oneclick AG
oneclick AG with headquarters in Zurich, Switzerland, and an innovation motor in Prien
am Chiemsee, Germany, is specialized in the development and operation of a cloud
platform for the automated and secure deployment of digital workspaces. The goal of
oneclick AG is to play a major role in shaping and improving end user computing. oneclick
AG has been founded 2015 and has 25 employees.
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